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A review of the artist’s solo exhibition ‘IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE THIS’
at the Douglas Hyde Gallery.

Luring us into a fantastical world of fragmentation 
and fluidity, Bassam Al-Sabah has turned the
Douglas Hyde Gallery into a space, or rather, an 
expanse, in which reality is unbounded. Constructs 
of gender, time, and body dissipate into a world of 
fluid discovery. The gallery has become Al-Sabah’s
land of eternal exploration, an uncharted ever-
changing voyage where one traverses the drifting
essence of the self, fractured.

IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE THIS 
consists of a collection of sculptures and digital 
artworks scattered throughout the gallery. The 
centerpiece of the exhibition is a 20 minute-long 
CGI animated film that shares the show’s title, a 
phrase borrowed from the 1986 video game The 
Legend of Zelda.
IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE THIS. 
The film centres around a computer-generated 
character,
the ‘hero,’ undertaking a journey through various 
fantasy realms. We watch the hero’s body endure
cathartic and often horrifying mutations, kicking 
forcefully through the boundaries of possibility.
Entirely separated from the course of their own 
journey, the character seems to be at the mercy of
an unknown force, a predestined narrative that 
mirrors the player-controlled video game. The body
has no agency; it is caught in the currents of its 
own transformation. The immersive film sees
regeneration arising from tribulation; it is a recurring 
journey of inner emotional turmoil and
revelation, a virtual projection of internal human 
struggle.

Clips from Al-Sabah’s previous CGI film I AM 
ERROR play on a loop, projected from clusters of 
stacked monitors on the gallery floor. SINSTASIS 
shows a body suspended in a state of endless
metamorphosis, bending the laws of physicality- 

Meanwhile, FLIES displays a hyper synthetic fly-
covered hand in continuous circular movement. 
This unsettling perpetuity is a running theme and 
gives the exhibition its distinct sense of disquiet. 
In this world, journeys are never-ending; time is 
distorted and does not operate in linearity, widening 
the gap between fantasy and reality, separating the 
self from the body.

Dreamlike Odyssey through the Self



Al-Sabah’s transformative solo show explores 
selfhood through the limitless potential of computer
software, creating a space in which fantasy and 
possibility intertwine. His craft is seamless. This
enthralling exhibition transcends the imaginations 
of all who embark on its journey.

‘IT’S DANGEROUS TO GO ALONE! TAKE THIS’ by Bassam Al-Sabah is on display in the Douglas Hyde
Gallery until the 5th of March 2023.

The distinctions between artistic mediums clash 
uneasily. Polystyrene sculptures of body parts 
bleed
out into the gallery, perpetuating a sense of 
disembodiment. Made using a computer-
programmed
carving machine, these sculptures are physical 
renditions of Al-Sabah’s digital creations; they 
claim
the space in full tangibility whilst holding the 
uncanny surrealism unique to CGI films. A large
sculpture of a male torso in an arched position is 
held in the air by metal frames, while a pair of feet
are suspended similarly at the other end of the 
gallery. These corporeal sculptures surrender
themselves to the journey of selfhood and so the 
question arises, what is the place of the body in the 
realm of identity?
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